10th Anniversary Show Web stream Discussion Questions

❤  What does Crip Wisdom mean to you?

❤  How do you relate your individual wisdom to that of a collective or planetary wisdom?

❤  Where do you see creativity and spirituality overlapping in the performance?

❤  How are you giving birth to yourself, embodied in the present?

❤  What does it mean to “give in to being the ascendant of a great people that you do your community and lineage justice by being the mind body that you are?”

❤  How do you celebrate your body?

❤  What brings you pleasure?

❤  What does “an artful way to live” mean to you?

❤  Why is asking for help the “simplest hardest thing?”

❤  How is this “femme, crip, submissive magic?”

❤  How do you feel about the statement that it’s okay to “love yourself fully while holding the fear of getting old?”

❤  What do “travelling in a wild pack of slowness” mean to you?

❤  What is your poetic legacy?

❤  What does love have to do with death?